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Abstruct 
Morita, J.. K?SL, of Euclidean domains. generalized Dennis-Stein symbols and a certain 
three-unit formula, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 79 (1992) 51-61. 
We introduce a generalized Dennis-Stein symbol, and give a sufficient condition for a 
Euclidean domain to be weakly quasi-universal for SL2. Using this, we obtain how to get an 
explicit presentation of SL(2, .Z[,+ , , ,$I). Also we will establish a certain formula using 
three units. and determine the group structure of K,(2,Z[ 41) explicitly. 
Introduction 
apply method in [6, 
R is weakly quasi-universal for SL, if K,(2, R) is 
generated by generalized Dennis-Stein symbols as a normal subgroup of St(2, R). 
We denote by Z the ring of rational integers. 
Let A be a Euclidean domain, p a nonzero prime element of A. Then we will 
show that A[f] is weakly quasi-universal for SL, if so is A (cf. Theorem 1). This 
result implies that Z[ A, . . . , &] is 
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x,,yi (i = 1,2) and the defining relations 
Then we can show that St(2,Z[h]) IS isomorphic to G (cf. Theorem 2). 
Next, we will study some relation, called the three-unit formula, in the 
Steinberg group over a commutative ring, R, with 1. That is, 
for three units t,u,u in R with a + t = u + u (cf. Theorem 3). Using this, we can 
see (3, -l}’ = 1 in K,(2, R) if 3 E R” (cf. Theorem 4), which implies 
K,(2,Z[9)-Z@(Z/32)” 
Here, we can see that Z&(2, .Z[f]) d oes not have a Matsumoto-type presentation 
(cf. Theorem 5). 
In Section 1, we will introduce the notion of St(2, .), K,(2, .), M(.), and 
generalized Dennis-Stein symbols. We will discuss K,SL, of Euclidean domains 
in Section 2, and another presentation of St(2,Z[f]) in Section 3. We will, in 
Section 4, establish the three-unit formula and determine the group structure of 
K,(2,Z[i]). The group M(Z[,‘]) will be discussed in Section 5. 
1. St(2, w), K,(2, e), M(e) and generalized Dennis-Stein symbols 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and SL(2, R) the special linear group over 
R of rank one, whose root system is denoted by @ = { * cy }. Put 
for all r E R and t E R”, where R” is the group of units in R. Let St(2, R) be the 
Steinberg group defined by the generators x”,,, (r) for all r E R and the following 
defining relations: 
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for all Y,S E R and u E R”, where W *,(u) = X”,,(U)~“~,(-u~‘)x”,,(u). Then there 
is a group homomorphism 4 of St(2, R) into SL(2, R) such that @(gku(r)) = 
x*,(r) for all r E R. The kernel of $ is denoted by K,(2, R), K,SL,(R) for 
&(A, 3 RI. 
Let M(R) be the group defined by the generators c(t, u) for all t,u E R” and 
the Matsumoto-Steinberg defining relations (cf. [8, 14, 161): 
(MI) c(t, u)c(tu, u) = c(t, uu)c(u, u) ) 
042) c(1, 1) = 1 ) 
(M3) c(u, u) = c(u?, u) ) 
(M4) c(u, U) = c(u, -uu) ) 
WI c(u,u)=c(u,(l-u)u) if 1-uERx, 
for all r,u,u E R”. Then there is a group homomorphism 13 of M(R) into K,(2, R) 
such that 13(c(u, u)) = {u, v}, where 
(24 u} = h”,(uu)h”,(u)-‘i,(u)-’ 
and h”,(u) = w,(u)w,(-1). An element {u, u} belongs to K2(2, R) and is called a 
Steinberg symbol. One sees that Steinberg symbols are central (cf. [14]). 
We now recall the Dennis-Stein symbols. If a,b E R with 1 - ab E R”, then we 
Put 
An element (a, b) belongs to K2(2, R) and is called a Dennis-Stein symbol (cf. 
[4]). We can see, in general, 
Hence, a Dennis-Stein symbol is a generalization of a Steinberg symbol (cf. [4]). 
We will here give a generalization of Dennis-Stein symbols. If 
for a,b,c,s,, . . . , sk E R and UJ,, E R” with 1 - ab = cu, then we put 
(a, b, c, u; s> 
= w,(l)~~,(-u)x_,(b)h”u(s,,)wu(-u-’)x”~,(-s,u) 
x w,(-u~‘)x”_,(-szu)~~~w~(-u~‘)x”_,(-s~u){-u, -l} ) 
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where s = (so, s,, . . , sk). An element (a, b, c, u; s) belongs to Z&(2, R). We 
call (a, b, c, u; s) a generalized Dennis-Stein symbol. If R is a Euclidean 
domain, then for any given a,b,c E R and u E R” with 1 - ab = cu we can find a 
suitable s to define a generalized Dennis-Stein symbol (a, b, c, u; s). We see, in 
general, 
= (a, b, 1,l - ab; s) , 
with s = (-1, a, b, 0). 
A commutative ring R with 1 is called universal (resp. quasi-universal, weakly 
quasi-universal) for SL, if K,(2, R) is the normal subgroup of St(2, R) generated 
by Steinberg symbols (resp. Dennis-Stein symbols, generalized Dennis-Stein 
symbols). For example, Z, Z[ 41 and Z[ f] are universal for SL, (cf. [l, 3, 9, 13]), 
and Z[ f] is a quasi-universal for SL, if p = 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29 (cf. [6]). We 
will show later that .Z[ &, . . . , &] is weakly quasi-universal for SL, if p,, . . , p,, 
are prime numbers. It is known that H[b] is not universal for SL, if p is a prime 
number 25 (cf. [l]). H owever, the author does not have an example being not 
quasi-universal for SLZ but weakly quasi-universal for SLZ. 
Is there any example which is not quasi-universal for SL, 
but weakly quasi-universal for SL,? 
Finally in this section, we will introduce some automorphisms of St(2, R). For 
each tE R”, let a[t] be the automorphism of St(2, R) defined by 
u[t](x”,,(r)) = X”_,(-t?) ) 
for all rE R. Then. 
a[t](wu(u)) = Lqt-W) ) 
a[t](h”,(u)) = h”,(tC’u-‘)h”,(t-y = ii&-‘){t, u} ) 
a[t]({u, u}) = {u, t>-‘{u, tu} = {tu, u}{t, u>-’ , 
u[t]((a, b)) = M;,(l)(ta, ;),&l),t, 1 - ab}-’ , 
u[t]((a, b, c, u;s)) = G,(t-‘) 
b c 
ta, t , ; , tu;s’ G,,(-tC’){t, -l}-’ , 
> 
where s’ = (ts,,, sl, s?, . . , sk) if s = (s,,, sl, s?, . . . , sk). 
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2. K,SL, of Euclidean domains 
Let A be a Euclidean domain, p a nonzero prime element of A. Then, using 
Ihara’s theorem (cf. [13]), we obtain SL(2, A[$]) is the amalgamated free 
product of SL(2, A) and SL(2, A)’ along I;,, where 
sL(2, A)’ = { (;c 2) 1 a,b,c,d E A, 
and 4, = SL(2, A) fl SL(2, A)‘. In fact, we can see this as follows. Let ACPj be the 
localization of A by (p), and F = ACp,[f] the quotient field of A. Then, Ihara’s 
theorem implies that SL(2, F) is the amalgamated free product of SL(2, A,,,) 
and SL(2, A,,,)’ along q,(A,,,), where 
SW4 A,,,)’ = [ (;c i) ( a,b,c,dE Acpj, 
and &,(A(,,) = SL(2, A,,,) n SL(2, A,,,)‘. Let H be the subgroup of SL(2, F) 
generated by SL(2, A) and SL(2, A)‘. Then, it follows from the fact 
4, = 942, A) n r,(A,,,> = SW, A)’ n <;,(A,,,) 
that H is the amalgamated free product of SL(2, A) and SL(2, A’) along 4,. Since 
A is a Euclidean domain, H coincides with SL(2, A[;]). 
Let S (resp. K) be the image of St(2, A) (resp. Z&(2, A)) under the canonical 
homomorphism_ of St(2, A) into St(2, A[,‘]). Put K’ = v[p](K) and S’ = 
@[p](S). Let K be the normal subgroup of St(2, A[ f]) generated by K and K’. 
Then St(2, A[;]) lK is generated by S and s”‘, where s” = S mod i? and s”f = 
S’ mod I?. 
Now we need to know a set of generators of 4,. We choose a complete set A,, of 
representatives of A/(p) in A. Put 
Then Y is a complete set of representatives of 4,\SL(2, A) in SL(2, A). For each 
gESL(2,A),wedefine7(g)EYbyYnI;,g={~(g)}. Wechoose 
as a set of generators of SL(2, A). Then, by the Reidemeister method (cf. [15, 
Chapter 2, Section 6]), we obtain that 4, is generated by (y, x) for all y E Y, 
x E X, where (y, x) = yx . T( yx))’ E 4,. That is, in this case, 4, is generated by 
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for all Y,C E A, a,b E A,, with 1 - ab = cp. For each a E A,,, there uniquely exist 
a’ E A,, and u” E A such that 1 - au’ = a”~. Then we choose and fix a sequence 
S=S(a)=(So,S,, . . .) sk) for each a E A,, satisfying that (a, a’, a”, p; s(u)) is a 
generalized Dennis-Stein symbol as discussed in Section 1, which is possible since 
A is a Euclidean domain. Let L be the subset of K,(2, A[$]) consisting of 
(a, a’, a”, p; s(u)) for all a E A,,. Then, as in [13], we obtain the following: 
Theorem 1. Let A be a Euclidean domain, and p a nonzero prime element. Then 
K,(2, A[;]) is th e normal subgroup of St(2, A[;]) generated by K, K’, {p, -l}, 
and L. 0 
Corollary. (1) Zf A is weakly quasi-universal for SL,, then so is A[ b]. 
(2) If a set of generators of K2(2, A) us a normal subgroup of St(2, A) is 
given, then we can find an explicit presentation of SL(2, A[&, . . . , &,I), where 
PI?..‘, p,, are prime elements. 
(3) Suppose that A/(p) is a finite field. If K,(2, A) is finitely generated 
us a normal subgroup of St(2, A), then K,(2, A(;]) is finitely generated us a 
normal subgroup of St(2, A[;]). 
(4) Suppose that St(2, A) is finitely generated, K,(2, A) is finitely generated 
us a normal subgroup of St(2, A), and A/(p) is a jinite field. Then 
SL(2, A[&, . . , &I> is jinitely presented, where p,, . . . , p,, are prime 
elements. 0 
Therefore, Zi[ & , . . , ,&I is weakly quasi-universal for SL, if p,, . . , p, are 
prime numbers. And also we can find an explicit finite presentation of 
942, a[&, , &I). Of course, it is well known that SL(2,Z[&, . . , &I) is 
finitely presented, since it is an S-arithmetic group (cf. [2]). 
3. Another presentation of St(2,Z[$]) 
We take and fix a prime number p. Let G be the group presented by the 
generators x, ,y, (i = 1,2) and the defining relations 
x,y,x, = y,x,y; (i = 12) , x, = y; , x2 = yf , 
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(Of course, x, and x2 can be erased in this presentation.) For a nonzero element 
rEZ[$], we write r=p”. s with m,s E Z and gcd(p, s) = 1. Now we define 
eke(r) and n+,(u) by the following. Put w, = x,y,x, with i = 1,2. If m 20, then we 
set t,(r) = xl and &a(r) = yl’. (We put t,,(O) = 1.) Then 
and 
E,(r) = xl = y:’ = w~x:‘w;’ = 
-I 
WZY$v? = w,C,(-p2r)wi’ , 
5-a(r) = y,‘= w,x~r~~’ = w,&(-r)w,’ . 
If m 5 0, then, by induction on m from 0 to --t4, we set 
&(r) = w2t_,(-p2r)wT’ and t_,(r) = w,&-r)wF’ 
For UER~, we set 
Then, we see 
Also, by definition, x1 = 5,(l), y, = e-,(-l), w, = q,(l), x2 = yf = E-,(-p), 
y, = w2x2w;l = w1&,(-p2. i)wi’ = &(f ), w2 = q_,(-p). Hence, we obtain 
the following: 
Theorem 2. Notation is as above. Then 
G = St(2,Z[$]) . 0 
Hence, Theorem 2 and Hurrelbrink’s result [6] also imply that Z[i] is weakly 
quasi-universal for SL,, which was already established in Section 2. 
4. The three-unit formula 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and t,u,u E R”. Then, in St(2, R), we 
obtain the following three-unit formula: 
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Theorem3. (1) Pclta=u+u-tER. Then 
~~~(~,zi_~)~~~~~)~~i~)i_~(_~~~~~~) 
=I I 
; ) u {t, -u}m’ . 
(2) The left-hand side of the equation in (1) is invariant under cyclic permuta- 
tions . 
Proof. We will compute 6,( l)x”,(u + u)w,(-1) in two ways. First, we obtain 
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where 
Hence we get (1). Since the right-hand side in (1) is central, we see (2). Here 
we say that x,x?” .x, is invariant under cyclic permutations if x,x>. . .x,, = 
X2X3 . . ‘X,,X, =“‘=x,,x,x2”‘x,_,. 0 
Using this formula, we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. Zf 3E R”, then (3, -l}’ = 1 in K2(2, R). 
Proof. We put a = -3, t = 1, u = u = -1 in Theorem 3(l). Then, 
x”_,(-3)xa,(1)x”~,(-3)x”,(1)x”~,(-3)x”,(1) 
= ~~,(1)~~,(-3>xa:(1)x”~,(-3)x”,(1)x”_,(-3) 
= (-1, -l} 
and 
I-1,3)(-l, -3) 
= (-1, f}{-1, -3) = (-1, -l} 
= x”,,(1)x”_,(-3)x”,(l)x”~,(-3)x”,(l)x”~,(-3) 
= a[3](x_u(-3)x”,(1)x”_,(-3)x”,(l)x”~,(-3)x”(1)) 
= 431({-1, -11) 
= {-1,3)-l{-1, -3) . 
Therefore, (3, -l}‘= 1. 0 
Hence, in particular, we have the following: 
Corollary. 
K~(2,Z[~])=Zi((Z13E)X. q 
60 
It is a problem 
K,(2, [:-;, * , Fkl>. 
We know only a set 
as in Section 2. 
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to determine, in general, the explicit group structure of 
The answer was given in some very special cases (cf. [ll]). 
of generators, as a normal subgroup, of K,(2,Z[ &, . . , A]) 
Let e = ~(-1, -1) and f= c(p, -1) in M(Z(b]). Then, it is easily seen that 
M(Z[A]) is generated by e and f. Also we see that e has an infinite order in 
M(Z[f]). Since f= 1 in M(Z[i]), we obtain M(Z[$]) -L. Suppose p 2 3. We 
now define a group homomorphism x of M(Z[f]) onto Z as follows: 
(XI) x(c((-l)‘pZL, (-1)‘p2’)) = 0 ) 
(X2) X(c(pZk, (-1)‘p21+‘)) = *(c((-l)‘p2k+‘, p”)) = 0, 
(X3) X(c(-p2k, p”+‘)) = *(c( pZk+‘, -p”)) = 1, 
(X4) X(c(_p2x, _pl”‘)) zz X(C(-p?k+l, -p2[)) = -1, 
(X5) x(c( pzk+‘, p?‘+‘)) = 1, 
(X6) 
X~c~P2k+l, _P2/+l 
)) = *(c(-p*“+‘, p*‘+‘)) = 0, 
(X7) X(c(-p’k+‘, -p”+‘)) E -1, 
for all i, j,k,f E Z. Then x(f) = 1 but x(e) = 0. Hence, in particular, f has an 
infinite order in M( Z[ $1). This fact implies the following: 
Theorem 5. Let p be a prime number. Then 
Hence, 8 : M(Z’[ f])+ K2(2, Z[ 41) 1s surjective, but not an isomorphism. On 
the other hand, it is known that f3 : M(R) - K2(2, R) is an isomorphism if R = F, 
F[z], F[z, z -‘I, Z, Z[fl], Z[$], Z[$, f], Z[i, f , $1, . . . , etc. (cf. [5, 7-12]), 
where F is a field and z is an indeterminate. Also it is known that 0 is an 
isomorphism if R is U-irreducible (cf. [16]). Therefore, it is quite interesting to 
solve the following question: 
When is 0 an isomorphism? 
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